Abstract: A major challenge in molecular investigations at surfaces has been to image individual molecules, and the assemblies they form, with single-bond resolution. Scanning probe microscopy, with its exceptionally high resolution, is ideally suited to this goal. With the introduction of methods exploiting molecularly-terminated tips, where the apex of the probe is, for example, terminated with a single CO, Xe or H 2 molecule, scanning probe methods can now achieve higher resolution than ever before. In this review, some of the landmark results related to attaining intramolecular resolution with non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) are summarised before focussing on recent reports probing molecular assemblies where apparent intermolecular features have been observed. Several groups have now highlighted the critical role that flexure in the tip-sample junction plays in producing the exceptionally sharp images of both intra-and apparent inter-molecular structure. In the latter case, the features have been identified as imaging artefacts, rather than real intermolecular bonds. This review discusses the potential for NC-AFM to provide exceptional resolution of supramolecular assemblies stabilised via a variety of intermolecular forces and highlights the potential challenges and pitfalls involved in interpreting bonding interactions.
Introduction
The ability to see a single atom, for many, was considered something of an impossible dream, with the smallest units of stable matter, that is, a unit still retaining identifiable chemical properties, remaining an abstract notion. Atoms were of course known to exist, but predominantly inferred from experimental measurements and only visualised via simulations or pictorial representations of their properties. That was until the invention of the field ion microscope (FIM) [1, 2] and later the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) [3] [4] [5] , whose exceptional spatial resolution now lets us routinely visualise the atomic nature of materials in real space, allowing us to directly see single atoms. The development of the STM triggered a whole host of complementary methods, known under the umbrella term of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which utilise almost every conceivable type of detectable tip-sample interaction. Arguably the most intuitive interaction of these is force, which has given us the ability to feel materials at the atomic and molecular level, much as we are familiar with interacting with everyday objects. This led to the development of one of the most challenging, yet exciting scanning probe methods for atomic scale interrogation: the non-contact atomic force microscope (NC-AFM) [6] [7] [8] [9] .
NC-AFM has provided ever more detailed insights into the atomic world and has been used to manipulate single atoms at room temperature [10, 11] , to yield chemical resolution [12] and to measure the force required to move atoms and molecules [13] . Arguably, however, one of NC-AFM's greatest recent achievements has been to characterise single molecules with unprecedented detail, resolving their internal structure with atomic resolution. Although STM measurements have for many years revealed submolecular features, the STM is limited in that it provides information on the electronic structure of the molecule arising from its frontier molecular orbitals, which often bear little resemblance to the real atomic geometry.
Similar to the breakthrough that STM provided for imaging single atoms of crystal surfaces, NC-AFM (and in fact, the scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) [14] variant of STM, as discussed later) can now directly provide beautiful real space images of the atomic structure of individual molecules, revealing a vivid appearance sharing an amazing similarity to school textbook ball-and-stick drawings. This unparalleled capability has led to an explosion of interest, fettered only by the difficulty in instrument operation and in achieving the highly-controlled environments required.
This review summarises many of the advances NC-AFM has made in characterising molecules with submolecular resolution. It begins with a summary of the techniques available to achieve submolecular resolution, collecting together many of the key studies now reporting images resolving features relating to the intramolecular structure of single molecules. The effect of flexure in the tip-sample junction is then discussed, which turns out to be essential for enhancing the appearance of the bond structure within molecules. The review then proceeds to discuss recent exciting work investigating assemblies of molecules stabilised via intermolecular forces, with a particular focus on hydrogen bonding, where the question is posed: can NC-AFM resolve and uniquely identify single intermolecular bonds? The many potential challenges in answering these questions are then discussed within the context of a larger number of supramolecular structures stabilised through a variety of intermolecular interactions.
Intra-Molecular Resolution-Resolving Internal Bond Structure with NC-AFM
In order to save both the reader (and the author) from a great deal of confusion, I wish to define at this point the terminology that shall be used throughout this review. From this point on, when referring to intra-molecular resolution, that is, resolving submolecular structure relating to the atoms and bonds within a single covalently bound molecule, I will instead refer to resolving the internal bond structure of the molecule. This distinction is made to avoid confusion when discussing effects arising from inter-molecular forces (that is, non-covalent interactions between molecules) and features that will often be discussed alongside internal molecular bond structure.
The internal bond structure of a molecule (see reference [15] for an overview of submolecular resolution with various SPM techniques) was first observed by Temirov et al. [14] for perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) and tetracene, who introduced molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) into an STM chamber during scanning. Due to the low temperature of the scan head (∼10 K), the H 2 would spontaneously condense and trap itself within the tunnelling junction, significantly enhancing the resolution of the observed image (see Figure 1A ). In this so-called scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) mode of imaging, the position of the trapped H 2 molecule is determined by the degree of Pauli repulsion felt within the small (<1 nm) tip-sample junction [16] , causing the trapped molecule to effectively act as a transducer, modulating the STM signal via changes in the degree of Pauli repulsion. As will be described in more detail below, the effect of Pauli repulsion, which is largest when the tip is directly above the atoms and bonds of the molecule, is essential for achieving internal bond resolution. In addition to a H 2 molecule, D 2 , CO, Xe and CH 4 [17] have also all been shown to produce very similar results, demonstrating the general applicability of the STHM method.
Submolecular resolution in NC-AFM was first achieved using the qPlus [18] setup operated in the frequency modulation mode [19] . In the qPlus setup, the tuning fork is typically oscillated at its first eigenfrequency, usually at around 20-30 kHz. The relatively high stiffness of the tuning fork (nominally 1800 N·m −1 , although measurements often vary [20, 21] ) enables sub-Angstrom oscillation amplitudes to be reached, which is often considered essential for atomic resolution imaging of molecules (although recent work now demonstrates that submolecular resolution is also achievable with cantilever AFM with large amplitudes up to ∼17 nm [22, 23] ). In their seminal report, Gross et al. [24] successfully resolved the internal bond structure of pentacene using NC-AFM, shown in Figure 1B . Although somewhat similar STHM images had been published a year earlier, Gross et al. captured the clearest real space images of the internal bond structure of a molecule to date.
Moreover, they were able to collect detailed quantitative information on the interaction responsible for imaging (as NC-AFM is sensitive to the tip-sample force gradient), making the images much simpler to interpret than the earlier STHM results. The fundamental mechanisms underlying contrast formation according to Gross et al. (at least to a first approximation) have an elegant simplicity, primarily relying on two prerequisites: (1) the tip must be chemically passivated, such that it weakly interacts with the surface-adsorbed molecule; and (2) the tip must be "sharp" such that its radius is sufficiently small to resolve atomic features. These two requirements enable the scanning probe to be placed extremely close to the surface-adsorbed molecule, such that a repulsive force is felt between the scanning probe and the molecule arising from Pauli repulsion [25, 26] . Due to the strong localisation of the electronic density directly above the atomic positions of the molecule, the repulsion is strongest when the probe is positioned directly over the atoms and bonds. Therefore, a sufficiently sharp atomic probe can trace the corrugations of repulsion with atomic resolution, thus producing such exceptional images. Figure 1 . Imaging internal bond structure with CO-mediated non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM). (A) Internal bond structure of perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) resolved with scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) using a trapped hydrogen molecule in the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) tunnel junction [14, 16] ; (B) First images of internal bond structure resolved with NC-AFM achieved via pick-up of a single CO molecule onto the tip apex (from [24] , reprinted with permission from AAAS); (C) NC-AFM images showing molecular structure identification of cephalandole A adsorbed on NaCl (2 ML)/Cu(111). Red and blue coloured atoms correspond to oxygen and nitrogen, respectively (reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature Chemistry [27] , copyright 2010); (D) NC-AFM reveals bistable configurations of dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH) adopting a "butterfly" arrangement. Yellow coloured atoms correspond to sulphur (reprinted with permission from [28] , copyright 2012 by the American Physical Society); (E) Pauling bond order discrimination in hexabenzocoronene with NC-AFM (from [29] , reprinted with permission from AAAS); (F) Inelastic tunnelling spectroscopy (IETS) image revealing chemical bonds with a CO-terminated tip (from [30] , reprinted with permission from AAAS); (G) NC-AFM images of the different steps of a chemical reaction with submolecular resolution (from [31] , reprinted with permission from AAAS); (H) STM (left) and NC-AFM (right) imaging of the structure and adsorption site of naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) on the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface at 77 K [32, 33] .
The first prerequisite in particular, that the tip must be chemically passivated, was essential for Gross et al.'s work (although it has since been observed that reactive tips can also achieve submolecular resolution when the molecule is strongly bound to the substrate [32] [33] [34] .) Typically, either an etched W or cut PtIr wire is glued to the free tine of the tuning fork, thus acting as the tip. Without further tip functionalisation, these metallic tip structures make submolecular imaging on weakly binding substrates unfavourable, as the tip's high reactivity usually induces lateral or vertical manipulation of the target molecule during imaging (long before the region where internal bond resolution can be achieved). To counter this problem, Gross et al. used a well-established technique from low temperature STM experiments [35] [36] [37] where a single small molecule is "picked up" from the surface and used to terminate the scanning probe apex.
Following a similar method to Bartels et al. [36, 37] , Gross et al. first ensured a sharp metallic tip by picking up single atoms of Au or Ag deposited onto a bilayer film of NaCl on Cu(111) (NaCl (2 ML):Cu(111)), achieved by approaching the scanning probe ∼4 Å towards the metal adatom (starting at a height defined by an STM tunnelling set point of I = 2 pA at 200 mV applied sample bias). Subsequently, the metal tip was then either terminated with a single CO molecule using a voltage pulse of 2.5 V, a Cl ion removed from the NaCl layer or one of the surface-adsorbed pentacene molecules. Out of these four tip terminations, only the CO-and Cl-terminated tips were able to resolve the surface-adsorbed pentacene with internal bond resolution, with the CO proving to be the most effective. In the case of an Ag/Au-terminated tip, Condition 1 was not met, and the target molecule was manipulated before the repulsive regime could be reached. For the pentacene-terminated tip, Condition 2 was not met, as the pentacene renders the probe sufficiently complex that a single sharp point is no longer present.
Interestingly, it was found that CO provided much greater apparent spatial resolution compared to Cl, which can be explained not only by the smaller spatial extent of the O atom's electron density as compared to Cl, but also due to the effect of the flexibility of the CO molecule around the scanning probe, a topic discussed in much greater detail later in this review. In addition, Br and Xe tip terminations have also been tested [38] , resulting in similar, albeit slightly poorer, improvements in resolution as found for CO-terminated tips. Due to the small size of the molecular termination, it is typically essential to perform experiments in a controlled environment at 5 K temperature, where diffusion can be avoided in order to maintain a stable molecular-terminated tip. Despite this, however, some studies have shown that submolecular resolution in NC-AFM can be achieved at temperatures as high as room temperature [23, 39] and 77 K [22, 32, 40] . At 77 K , improved resolution was found to originate from spontaneous functionalisation of the scanning probe with much larger molecules, such as naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) [32, 40] (where it was found that the C=O units of the NTCDI molecule behaved in a similar fashion to a single CO molecule) or the formation of TiO 2 tip clusters [22] . It has also been shown that several other spontaneously occurring tip structures may give rise to submolecular resolution, particularly in semiconductor systems [32, 41] . Other notable examples observing internal molecular bond structure with non-CO terminated tips were reported for decastarphene molecules on Cu(111) [42] , 4-(4-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenylethynyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenylethynyl)phenylethynylbenzene (FFPB) on Au(110) [43] and submolecular resolution observed on C 60 molecules [44] [45] [46] .
Since the initial report by Gross et al. [24] there has been an explosion of interest in CO-terminated probes applied to ever increasing numbers of molecular species, revealing exciting physics and chemistry at the submolecular scale. One of the most exciting prospects of CO-mediated NC-AFM is its ability to unambiguously reveal the unknown structure of molecular species, particularly in the case where other spectroscopic measurements, such as NMR, fail to identify a unique molecular structure. This was first shown by Gross et al., who determined the structure of cephalandole A [27] adsorbed onto a thin film of NaCl, identifying a single compound out of a possible four (see Figure 1C) . Later, the technique was also applied to much more complex molecules [47] , breitfussin A and B, containing multiple chemical species, including I, Br, O and N. Despite the complexity of the molecular geometry, including deviations from a perfectly planar arrangement, NC-AFM images were able to resolve the detailed molecular architecture, greatly assisting in identifying a unique structural model and pointing towards the possibility of chemical identification. This highlights one of the major current challenges of the technique, as molecules deviating too far from a planar arrangement can be particularly challenging to image.
In addition to determining the internal structure of organic molecules, CO-mediated NC-AFM has shown excellent potential for determining conformational properties by directly imaging distortions of the molecular skeleton. For instance, the change in geometry of a PTCDA molecule during reversible covalent bond formation with a single gold atom [48] was observed. It was found that translation of the gold atom, initially located beside the molecule, to a position beneath it, caused a significant tilt in the molecule, clearly resolved in the NC-AFM image. Bistable configurations of dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH) were also identified, and their adsorption site directly determined from simultaneous imaging of the molecule and surface [28, 49] . Although STM measurements were able to differentiate between each conformer, only with the benefit of submolecular NC-AFM images were the exact adsorption geometries of each conformer identified (see Figure 1D ). The adsorption geometries of several other molecules have also been identified [50, 51] , including members of the so-called olympicene family of benzopyrenes, which each showed variations in adsorption height and molecular tilt with respect to the surface plane when adsorbed on Cu(111).
Amazingly, beyond even imaging the internal bond structure of a molecule, CO-mediated NC-AFM provides important information regarding the type of atomic bond, specifically the bond order of individual carbon-carbon bonds within aromatic hydrocarbons. As demonstrated by Gross et al. in 2012 [29] variations in bond length corresponding to bond order were detected in NC-AFM images of C 60 fullerenes and hexabenzocoronene (pictured in Figure 1E ). The images revealed that carbon-carbon bonds with higher bond order consistently appeared shorter, and in some cases brighter (potentially arising from increased electronic density) than their lower bond order counterparts. As will be returned to later, the flexibility of the CO attached to the scanning probe is essential for providing such exquisite detail, as the flexible CO probe exaggerates the length of each bond, making the fractional distance between bonds of different order appear much larger in NC-AFM images than they really are.
There are several other important studies in the field worth highlighting before proceeding to discuss molecular assemblies. de Oteyza et al. have recently demonstrated NC-AFM's capability to resolve the internal bond structure of single molecules at different steps during a chemical reaction (see Figure 1G and reference [31] ), once again underlining NC-AFM's ability to provide important insights into unknown chemical structures. It has now also been shown that internal bond resolution is achievable for a variety of substrates and tip terminations, such as NTCDI molecules adsorbed on the highly-reactive Si(111)-7 × 7 ( [32, 33] and Figure 1H ) and chemically-passivated Ag:Si(111)-( √ 3 × √ 3) surfaces [40] , both at 77 K, where spontaneous tip termination was observed to facilitate submolecular resolution. In addition, Moreno et al. [22] recently reported similar results with NC-AFM imaging of pentacene and C 60 molecules on the (101) surface of anatase TiO 2 also at 77 K, demonstrating the wide range of substrates on which internal bond resolution is now possible. In the same work, Moreno et al. also demonstrate submolecular imaging of non-planar molecules using a novel technique incorporating imaging in and out of feedback (with the out of feedback scan following the in-feedback profile at a reduced tip-sample separation). In very recent work, submolecular resolution in NC-AFM has now even been achieved under room temperature conditions [23, 39] . Finally, in addition to NC-AFM, the use of CO-terminated tips is finding use in a number of complementary SPM techniques, such as Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and inelastic tunnelling spectroscopy (IETS). The combination of CO-mediated NC-AFM/STM and KPFM now allows unprecedented detail on the internal charge distribution within single molecules to be examined [43, [52] [53] [54] , and, with IETS [30] , on the electronic and vibrational properties (see Figure 1F ), opening the way for ever more detailed characterisation of a whole host of molecular properties in the coming years.
More than just an Image-The Effect of Tip Flexibility
Scanning probe microscopes are microscopes like no other; there are no lenses or mirrors, as light is not used to obtain an image. SPMs instead rely on sensing the interactions between an atomically-sharp cluster of atoms (i.e., the scanning probe tip) and the surface material. SPM by its very definition is therefore invasive, and always affects the system under study in some way (although most of the time, we assume this is a minor effect). Indeed, the same interactions we exploit to acquire images are often used to manipulate those same individual atoms and molecules under study. Artefacts arising in STM and NC-AFM, therefore, unlike many optical techniques, cannot be shrugged off as unwanted effects, but are instead intrinsic to the technique and rooted in the underlying physical principles on which the microscopes operate. This provides an interesting challenge, as the simplicity and beauty of many SPM images often fails to convey the complexity of the microscope and methods required to obtain them. In other words, sometimes things are not quite as simple as just looking at an image. This is particularly true in submolecular resolution imaging with NC-AFM. Even as early as the seminal 2009 paper by Gross et al. [24] it was noted that a Cl-terminated tip produced images where the carbon rings of pentacene appeared smaller in diameter compared with a CO-terminated tip, and did so without an asymmetry where the rings appeared elongated in one direction (particularly noticeable when imaged on NaCl (2 ML)/Cu(111)). This was followed by quantitative measurements of the molecular pair potential between two CO molecules by Sun et al. [55] who noted that the Cu-adsorbed CO molecules are far from an idealised rigid probe, and in reality show a great deal of flexibility, as shown in Figure 2A , making the point that "... chemical repulsion between the CO molecules is relaxed at the expense of weaker bonding of the CO molecules to the Cu atoms of the tip and substrate, respectively". [53] , copyright 2014 by the American Chemical Society); (E) Image correction from lateral force analysis for pentacene imaged with NC-AFM on Cu(111) and NaCl (2 ML)/Cu(111) (reprinted with permission from [57] , copyright 2014 by the American Physical Society).
As mentioned earlier, the flexibility of the CO probe was found to be essential for revealing the bond order of aromatic hydrocarbons. Detailed three-dimensional (3D) force maps collected above the hexagonal face of a surface-adsorbed C 60 molecule [29] showed that at close tip-sample separations, the tilting of the CO is responsible for significantly amplifying the differences in apparent length of the p and h bonds, making the difference between them discernible within the lateral accuracy afforded by NC-AFM. Moreover, as shown in Figure 2B , tip-sample flexure also leads to a striking sharpening effect of the bonds, particularly at small tip-sample separations. Interestingly, similar to the noted difference between Cl-and CO-terminated tips, it was found that on the same dibenzo(cd,n)naphtho(3,2,1,8-pqra)perylene (DBNP) molecule, whilst a CO tip achieved exceptionally sharp resolution, once again enhancing the length of the aromatic bonds, a single-atom Xe tip showed no such distortion, providing an image much closer to the true atomic positions of the molecule [38] . This was attributed to the CO molecule's greater ability to bend at the tip apex.
An elegant example illustrating the effect of flexure in the tip-sample junction was provided by Boneschanscher et al., who investigated graphene on Ir(111) with CO-mediated NC-AFM [56] . Due to the lattice mismatch between graphene and the underlying Ir(111), the graphene buckles (following a moiré pattern), creating a smoothly-corrugated surface with a vertical distance ideally sized, such that internal bond resolution can be achieved simultaneously on both the top and hollow sites of the sheet. A single large NC-AFM image, taken at constant height, can therefore resolve a large number of equivalent carbon rings with a smoothly-varying change in tip-sample separation (and therefore, the degree of tip-sample repulsion) in an environment where edge effects and the asymmetry of the molecule are no longer a problem. Following this measurement, analysis of the area for each carbon ring revealed that hexagons at the moiré top sites were significantly larger than those in the hollow positions (see Figure 2C) , showing deviations up to ±5% from the average value (after taking into account background forces), much larger than the accepted values of bond length variation. Once again, this was explained as due to variations in the degree of CO flexibility at different tip-sample separations. Moreover, the experimental data were supported by molecular mechanics simulations (modelled with a Lennard-Jones-type potential, see the next section) that modelled a flexible CO tip, fully reproducing the variation in apparent bond length, generating complete simulated images at relatively little computational cost.
An interesting result arising from the Lennard-Jones model was the observation of distorted carbon rings in simulations of pentacene [56] , where the carbon rings appear elongated across the molecule's short axis, taking on a similar appearance to the initial experimental observations on NaCl [24] . This effect was particularly noticeable for tips modelled with a smaller lateral spring constant describing the bending of the tip-terminating CO molecule (0.3 N·m −1 ), i.e., for a given lateral force, the distortions of the flexible tip were larger compared to those using a greater value of stiffness. (This model will be revisited in the next section when discussing apparent bonds). A similar observation was also made by Moll et al. who examined image distortions in a partially-fluorinated hydrocarbon molecule FFPB [53] , as shown in Figure 2D . In this case, using a density functional theory (DFT) description, it was found that the variation in distortion between the fluorinated and non-fluorinated carbon rings depended on both variations in the electronic density across the molecule and the flexibility of the tip.
In an elegant experiment showcasing the precision of 3D force-field acquisition with NC-AFM, Neu et al. [57] demonstrated that a "scaling constant", unique for each CO tip, can be determined by assuming that the in-plane distortion scales linearly with the lateral forces acting on the CO. The lateral forces are determined by first integrating the measured frequency shift (∆f (x, y, z)) twice over z, obtaining U (x, y, z), before then taking the lateral gradient in x or y obtaining the lateral forces, F x and F y [13] . The NC-AFM images were then distortion corrected via the linear relation, producing the de-skewed images shown in Figure 2E . What is particularly striking is the correction observed for pentacene adsorbed on NaCl, where the lateral forces were found to be considerably larger. Importantly, based on repeated measurements, Neu et al. noted that there is no universal value for the optimal scaling constant, such that its value is unique for each individual tip apex, necessitating that it must be determined for each individual experiment. Although 3D measurements are certainly challenging, this procedure could in principle be applied to much larger molecules, where more complex distortions and lateral forces are present, therefore obtaining images with significantly reduced distortion (similar to Xe-terminated tips), whilst retaining the increased clarity and sharpness of NC-AFM images obtained with CO-terminated tips.
A major downside of tip flexibility, as discussed in detail in the next section, is the appearance of spurious features in the bond structure of molecules. In the earlier mentioned study by Gross et al. [27] , investigating the unknown structure of cephalandole A, shown in Figure 1C , an apparent bond, similar in appearance to the C-C bonds, was observed between the deprotonated nitrogen and one of the nearby C-H units. The feature was very tentatively assigned to potential hydrogen bonding; however, it was noted that such a feature was not reproduced in the DFT simulations. Similarly, the conformational determination of DBTH [28, 49] (shown in Figure 1D ) shows a pronounced sharp feature connecting the two sulphur atoms of the molecule, despite no such bond being present. This is in addition to more subtle observations, such as the images of non-bonded Au-PTCDA clusters [48] . Despite NC-AFM images clearly resolving the adsorbed Au atom separated ∼3 Å from the C-H units of a PTCDA molecule, faint connecting features can be seen between the two that might mistakenly imply bond formation.
It is therefore abundantly clear that relaxations in the tip-sample junction, particularly for CO-terminated tips, are critical to understand the appearance of molecules imaged with submolecular resolution, even in the most simple of cases. Whilst tip-induced distortions can be cleverly exploited to image molecules with exceptional clarity and reveal information even down to the Pauling bond order, they can equally pose significant challenges with respect to image interpretation and in some cases make identifying the "true" structure particularly problematic, as we will see in the following section.
Resolving Inter-Molecular Bonds-Fact or Fiction?
With the difficulties associated with interpreting whether features arise from tip flexibility or real molecular bonds, it is clear that one of the greatest current challenges of CO-mediated NC-AFM is to attain exceptional resolution, down to the bond order of individual C-C bonds, whilst still maintaining correct information on the real molecular geometry. This raises an important question: to what extent can we trust the features present in submolecular NC-AFM images? That the observed length of a C-C bond can appear almost double the size of its real value, far beyond typical covalent bond lengths, suggests that in cases of complex molecules and molecular assemblies, significant care must be taken in image interpretation. Investigations with flexible tips are therefore ongoing, with the limitations of the technique far from clearly understood.
The first SPM images of apparent intermolecular bonding were observed by Weiss et al. using the STHM technique on the herringbone phase of PTCDA on Au(111) [58] where both the internal bond structure of the molecule and sharp features extending across regions of intermolecular bonding were observed, as shown in Figure 3A . Later, it was shown that a variety of molecular terminations could achieve the same resolution [17] , each resolving exceptionally-sharp features between the individual PTCDA molecules. Although for many years, the true origin of the observed contrast remained unclear, the molecular tip was assumed to mediate the interaction, somehow acting as a transducer, modulating the observed tunnel current signal via either Pauli repulsion or longer range electrostatic forces [16, 17, 58] . Similar to the results described below, through an elegant model incorporating flexible molecularly-terminated tips and a numerical model for the tunnelling process through the mediating molecule, it has been recently shown that the observed intermolecular features are a direct consequence of the flexible tip geometry [59, 60] . CO-mediated NC-AFM images of molecules stabilised via intermolecular bonds were initially reported by Zhang and Chen et al. [61] who investigated assemblies of 8-hydroxyquinoline (8-hq) molecules stabilised via hydrogen bonding. In their report, a CO-terminated tip was argued to not only resolve the internal structure of 8-hq, but also to visualise features appearing between the molecules located in many of the expected locations for hydrogen bonding (see Figure 3B) . The experimental measurements were presented alongside DFT calculations of the different observed structures, which, via an analysis of the charge density difference (CDD), confirmed the presence of hydrogen bonding, although its contribution to the total electron density (TED) was orders of magnitude smaller than that of the internal C-C bonds. (The TED has been used as a crude approximation for CO-mediated NC-AFM images, as to a first estimation, the regions of highest TED should correlate with the regions of highest Pauli repulsion sensed by the NC-AFM probe). Whether the intermolecular features were real, however, or simply an imaging artefact, remained unclear, as no account was taken of the tip-sample interactions in the molecule-only calculations presented (which, as described throughout the previous section, can have a profound effect on imaging).
Shortly after, we reported [40] very similar features observed for hydrogen-bonded assemblies of naphthalene tetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) molecules on the Ag:Si(111)-( √ 3 × √ 3) surface, as shown in Figure 3C , where once again, exceptionally clear features were observed connecting the molecules together. In this report, the force field above the hydrogen bonded molecule was measured via collection of a high-density 3D grid of ∆f (z) force-spectroscopy data. These results were compared with dispersion-corrected DFT calculations modelling the interaction of a number of tip terminations with the NTCDI island, which determined that an NTCDI-terminated tip, with its C=O group pointing towards the surface, was most likely responsible for observing the submolecular resolution. As an attempt to model the influence of the tip on the observed images, two-dimensional line profiles of F(z) curves were simulated across both the C-C and hydrogen bonds of the NTCDI island. Although this reproduced well the apparent height of the C-C and hydrogen bond features observed in the experimental images, the DFT calculations were unable to capture the striking sharp appearance of the apparent intermolecular features.
An important development in the interpretation of intermolecular features in CO-mediated NC-AFM came from Hapala et al. [59, 60] and Hämäläinen et al. [62] who showed that the flexibility of the molecular tip, rather than the presence (or lack thereof) of an intermolecular bond, determines whether such interconnecting features are observed between hydrogen-bonded molecules, strongly suggesting that such features cannot be directly assigned to direct visualisation of intermolecular bonding. Using a similar model (available at the following link: [64] ) to that described by Boneschanscher and Hämäläinen et al. [56] , Hapala et al. modelled the molecularly-terminated NC-AFM probe as the outermost atom of a metal tip with a single probe particle at its apex. The probe particle was subject to three primary forces: (i) the tip-surface force, modelled as the sum of all Lennard-Jones forces acting between the probe and the molecular layer; (ii) a radial force connecting the probe particle to the tip base at a distance tunable to the particular molecular termination modelled; and (iii) a harmonic restoring force modelled with a lateral stiffness typically between 0.3 and 1.5 N·m −1 (see Figure 3D for a schematic). By tuning two primary parameters, namely the probe particle radius (to radii representing, for example, oxygen or xenon) and the lateral stiffness, Hapala et al. were able to reproduce almost all of the primary features observed in images of intermolecular and internal bond structure resolution images with NC-AFM and STHM [59] , as well as IETS measurements [60] . The IETS simulations also suggested that submolecular resolution imaging may strongly depend on the electrostatic force, raising the intriguing possibility that such images could be used to obtain information on the surface electrostatic potential.
The most important aspect of the model is the complete absence of any electronic structure information, such as the electronic density associated with chemical bonding. Despite this, just a simple summation of Lennard-Jones forces, centred at the location of each constituent atom of the molecule, is enough to almost fully reproduce the experimental measurements. Figure 3E shows one such simulation for an island of PTCDA molecules where increased submolecular resolution is observed to directly correlate with the localisation of the probe particle position to regions of energy minima located off the molecular bonds, primarily inside the carbon rings and away from locations where adjacent molecules sit close to one another, such as regions of intermolecular bonding. This effect not only leads to a dramatic sharpening of the bonds observed in NC-AFM images, but due to the bending of the probe molecule, acts to normalise internal and intermolecular features, such that both are equally visible (compared to an inflexible tip structure, where internal features appear much brighter). The success of the model is demonstrated in numerous examples in the same paper, including the 8-hq and NTCDI systems shown in Figure 3B ,C respectively, where experimental NC-AFM images were fully reproduced, despite the complete absence of intermolecular bonding between the molecules.
Despite such strong evidence, it is tempting to ask whether such distinctions between the origin for the features matter. After all, in the end, are not the features located at the hydrogen bonds anyway, whether they are directly responsible for the image contrast or not? This exceptionally important question was addressed by Hämäläinen et al. [62] in an elegant experiment examining bis(para-pyridyl)acetylene (BPPA) molecules, organised as tetramers in islands stabilised via hydrogen bonding. Due to clever experimental design, the molecules arrange end-on as tetramers, each forming a single hydrogen bond with its neighbour, but never the molecule directly opposite, as shown in Figure 3F . Importantly, not only do the opposing molecules face each other with two nitrogen atoms, unable to form a bond, but they do so at a separation comparable to the distance between the C-H and N atoms that can form a bond; therefore if a feature is observed in the N-N junction it can only be the result of apparent bonding due to probe relaxations, confirming the artificial nature of the observed features. This is confirmed in Figure 3F throughout a sequence of NC-AFM images taken at decreasing tip-sample separation, where not only are interconnecting features observed in the hydrogen bonding locations, but also in the non-bonded N-N junction. Moreover, using their own flexible tip model, the connecting features were fully reproduced in simulated images, with the apparent bond appearing with the same brightness as over the regions of hydrogen bonding.
It is then clear that in the case of predominantly electrostatic interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, the observation of apparent intermolecular features cannot be interpreted as the identification of real intermolecular bonds.
Although, in exceptionally simple systems, a majority of features may well indeed correlate with real hydrogen bonds, with no prior knowledge with which to compare, CO-mediated NC-AFM simply cannot be used to identify the existence or not of hydrogen bonding.
Indeed, very recent results on alternative systems now almost completely rule out that such features can be ascribed to intermolecular bonding. For example, measurements performed on fluoro-substituted phenyleneethynylene (bis(2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-4-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenylethynyl)phenyl)-ethyne (BPEPE-F18) molecule [63] show that apparent bonds can be observed between C-F units of the molecule, as shown in Figure 3G . BPEPE-F18 interacts via halogen bonding, a purely electrostatic interaction with no accumulation of electron density between the molecules, therefore ruling out the possibility that NC-AFM directly images the bond itself. Additionally, unpublished results from our group [65] involving an examination of islands of close-packed C 60 fullerene molecules also exhibit sharp, directional, interconnecting features between molecules, despite the purely van der Waals nature of the bonding interaction, the large separation between molecules, and the highly non-planar geometry. It therefore appears that despite a huge amount of excitement surrounding early results on hydrogen-bonded molecules, it is unfortunately the case that hydrogen bonds are neither directly imaged, nor can they be indirectly implied from the observation of apparent interconnecting features.
Prospects of NC-AFM in Supramolecular Studies
There are a wide variety of intermolecular interactions available to stabilise 2D supramolecular networks. Even, for the moment, remaining within the confines of hydrogen bonding interactions, many complex structures can be formed exploiting a variety of molecules and hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. In the pioneering paper by Theobald et al. [66] , for instance, a mixed phase of PTCDI and melamine was found to produce large porous networks of well-defined size, capable of templating the subsequent growth of C 60 fullerenes, as shown in Figure 4A . In this case, the molecules arranged in a well-defined manner, maximising the number of hydrogen bonds in a way that can be easily understood. In addition, a recent AFM investigation has shown that such structures are stable across a range of insulating materials, even under ambient conditions [67] . In other systems with more complex arrangements [68] [69] [70] and varying molecular species [71] [72] [73] [74] , however, the location and number of hydrogen bonds formed is not always trivial to answer, often requiring simulation input. The prospect of a technique capable of single bond resolution is therefore extremely attractive, provided, of course, that the necessary care is taken in the image analysis so as not to mistakenly assign artificial interconnecting features as real bonds.
Prior to the advent of CO-mediated submolecular imaging, supramolecular systems were, and continue to be, studied in great detail with NC-AFM, primarily on bulk insulating substrates otherwise inaccessible by other techniques. These include, as reviewed in detail elsewhere [75, 76] , investigations spanning prototypical molecules, such as C 60 [77, 78] and PTCDA [79] [80] [81] to a variety of small molecules, many of which are capable of forming hydrogen bonded networks [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] . Central to these studies is the use of cantilever NC-AFM operated in feedback at room temperature with single molecule resolution. There is therefore significant potential for submolecular NC-AFM to complement these investigations and reveal even greater detail on their interactions. [90] , copyright 2007) and dibromoterfluorene (DBTF) molecular wires (right) (from [91] , reprinted with permission from AAAS); (E) CO-mediated NC-AFM (left) and STM (right) images of a covalently-linked oligomer following on-surface cyclisation on Au(111) (reprinted with permission from [92] , copyright 2014 by the American Chemical Society); (F) CO-mediated NC-AFM image of a bonded (left) and non-bonded (right) phenazine-gold complex (schematic shows bonded geometry) (reprinted with permission from [93] , copyright 2013 by the American Chemical Society).
There is of course much more to 2D supramolecular chemistry than hydrogen bonding, as discussed in many excellent review articles [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . Molecular networks stabilised through metal coordination are a particularly interesting case as the strong coordination bonding interaction allows a variety of 2D molecular networks with tunable properties to be grown, such as networks with functional cavities [88] and tunable pore size [89] as shown in Figure 4B ,C. The benefit of investigating such networks using CO-mediated NC-AFM lies in the fact that a sizeable coordinating metal atom must be present to mediate the bonding, providing a clear feature that could potentially be observed in the NC-AFM image. Moreover, metal coordination bonds tend to be longer than other forms of bonding, as there are typically two bonds formed with the coordinating atom, requiring that the molecules should be reasonably well separated. Apparent bonding due to tip flexibility and the close proximity of molecules should therefore be reduced, if not completely avoided. Although very few studies are currently available, Albrecht et al. [93] have examined co-adsorption of a phenazine and single gold adatoms on a thin film of NaCl on Cu(111) before and after formation of a metal-coordinated complex, as shown in Figure 4F . The phenazine-gold-phenazine complex is shown in the left panel of Figure 4F , with a non-bonded pair in the centre for comparison. Clearly, in the case of the metal complex, a distinct additional feature joins the two molecules together at their centre, as shown in the cartoon in the right panel, inducing a slight distortion to the molecule, causing the centre rings to appear darker (closer to the surface) than for the unbonded molecule.
As noted above, metal coordination networks benefit NC-AFM imaging, as the organometallic bond lengths are reasonably well defined and usually longer than that of the close proximity of features required to produce the apparent hydrogen bonds observed in the previous section. In some systems, it may even be possible to identify the position of the coordinating ion itself, which may appear much larger than a typical hydrocarbon atom (similar to a C≡C bond appearing significantly brighter and wider than a C-C bond, as seen in Figure 1G ) offering much greater precision in characterising metal-coordinated structures than currently available via STM. On the other hand, metal-coordinating ions could be rather difficult to detect, due to their preference to sit closer towards the metal substrate than the molecules they bind to (and therefore, potentially obscured from the scanning probe, which typically operates at a constant height to obtain submolecular resolution). In these cases, novel protocols, such as the multi-pass lift-off technique proposed by Moreno et al. [22] or high-density 3D force field measurements, may become invaluable.
A final class of supramolecular structure-although, perhaps, use of the term supramolecular is no longer quite appropriate at this point-is the formation of large covalently-bound molecular networks. As originally shown by Grill et al. [90, 91] , single molecule precursor units, such as tetraphenyl porphyrin molecules, can be partially substituted with halogen atoms at their periphery. Following thermal activation on a catalytically-active surface such as gold or copper, the carbon-halogen bond is broken and the free radical molecules diffuse and bind together into 2D networks or 1D wires, depending on their design, stabilised via covalent C-C bonds (in effect, resulting in a single large molecule), as shown in Figure 4D . Examination of such covalently-bound structures with NC-AFM is now a particularly active area of research, with just a few examples currently published. In Figure 4E one such example is shown for Oligo-acetylene derivatives obtained following on-surface radical cyclisation [92] . Compared to hydrogen-bonded and metal-coordinated structures, the linking carbon bonds are not only exceptionally clear, but also appear with the same brightness as the linked molecules, which themselves exhibit no distortion from their isolated form. To an extent this should of course be expected, as the tip is once again imaging single C-C bonds, rather than intermolecular features. Although it is perhaps too early to tell, it may therefore be possible for NC-AFM to clearly distinguish between completely covalently-linked molecules and those simply still linked by precursor metalorganic bonds or exhibiting apparent bonding due to their close proximity, particularly in the case of less flexible tip terminations, such as Xe.
Conclusions and Perspectives
In the few short years since its first demonstration by Gross et al. in 2009, submolecular imaging with CO-mediated NC-AFM has experienced a huge amount of growth with broad application across a wide range of molecular systems. As the number of methods, substrate materials and molecular tip terminations available to achieve submolecular resolution increases, and ever more research groups overcome the technical difficulties associated with its implementation, adoption of the technique is reaching a tipping point, where we are now seeing the beginnings of a huge expansion of submolecular NC-AFM that will provide unprecedented insights into a vast array of molecular and supramolecular systems.
Many of the results reviewed here highlight the important interplay between the choice of molecular tip termination and its flexibility in determining the real atomic structure of molecules and their self-assembled structures. Whilst in many cases, the flexibility of the molecular tip can be cleverly exploited in order to reveal exceptionally-sharp resolution corresponding to internal bond structure, in some cases, even revealing the Pauling order of C-C bonds, it can equally induce distortions in the NC-AFM image causing significant deviations from the true atomic structure of the molecule. This is an important ongoing area of investigation, with techniques now being developed to apply image corrections based on lateral force measurement and background subtraction, but also alternative tip terminations that significantly reduce image distortions whilst still providing submolecular resolution (e.g., Xe and Br tip terminations). One route towards reducing tip flexibility may be not only to investigate more rigid or strongly tip-adsorbing probe molecule species, but also the preparation of more reactive metal tips [99] , via controlled pick up of single metal atoms, capable of more stable, and potentially more directional bonding with a tip-adsorbed probe molecule. Additionally, recent observations of submolecular imaging on semiconducting and ionic substrates, such as silicon and TiO 2 , suggest that such surfaces may prove to be conducive for preparing rigid crystalline tip terminations. Often terminated with single hydrogen and oxygen atoms [22, [100] [101] [102] such tip structures may dramatically reduce the effect of tip flexibility.
Understanding the nature of the tip-sample interaction and the best methods to reduce tip-induced distortions will be exceptionally important for future studies of supramolecular assemblies and on-surface chemistry [103] . Although in many respects, it is still early days, CO-mediated NC-AFM, operated and interpreted with care, may have the capability to offer unparalleled insight into supramolecular structures stabilised through a variety of intermolecular forces. As described in Section 4, there are already many studies reporting the exquisite detail achievable on hydrogen bonded molecular systems. Although NC-AFM cannot be said to directly image the hydrogen bonds themselves, or indeed accurately assign either their presence or absence, interpretation of the internal bond structure makes assignment of the orientation, separation and exact location of each individual molecule possible with single atom precision. This in itself may become invaluable in interpreting more complex supramolecular structures in the future. Over the coming years, the potential for NC-AFM to investigate various other supramolecular systems, such as those stabilised through metal-coordination and covalent bonds, will also be realised, opening the way for characterisation of molecular structures with unprecedented detail, pointing the way to an exciting future for NC-AFM in supramolecular chemistry.
